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Abstract. A commonly-used and naive solution to process data with
missing attribute values is to ignore the instances which contain missing
attribute values. This method may neglect important information within
the data, significant amount of data could be easily discarded, and the
discovered knowledge may not contain significant rules. Some methods,
such as assigning the most common values or assigning an average value
to the missing attribute, may make good use of all the available data.
However the assigned value may not come from the information which the
data originally derived, thus noise is brought to the data. We introduce
a new approach RSFit on processing data with missing attribute values
based on rough sets theory. By matching attribute-value pairs among the
same core or reduct of the original data set, the assigned value preserves
the characteristics of the original data set. We compare our approach
with “closest fit approach globally” and “closest fit approach in the same
concept”. Experimental results on UCI data sets and a real geriatric care
data set show our approach achieves comparable accuracy on assigning
the missing values while significantly reduces the computation time.
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1 Introduction

Missing attribute values are commonly existing in real-world data set. They may
come from the data collecting process, or redundant diagnose tests, unknown
data and so on. Discarding all data containing the missing attribute values can-
not fully preserve the characteristics of the original data. If we understand the
background knowledge or the data collection process, and use the original con-
text to assign the missing values, we will have the best approach for handling
missing attribute values. But in reality, it is difficult to know the original mean-
ing for this missing data. Various approaches on how to cope with the missing
attribute values have been proposed in the past years. In [1] nine approaches
on filling in the missing attribute values were introduced, such as selecting the
“most common attribute value”, the “concept most common attribute value”,



“assigning all possible values of the attribute restricted to the given concept”,
“ignoring examples with unknown attribute values”, “treating missing attribute
values as special values”, “event-covering method” and so on. Experiments on
ten data sets were conducted to compare the performances. In [2] a “closest fit”
approach was proposed to compare the vectors of all the attribute pairs from
a preterm birth data set, and assign the value from the most similar pair to
the missing value. In a more recent effort [3] four interpretations on the mean-
ings of missing attribute values such as “lost” values and “do not care” values
are discussed. Different approaches from rough sets theory are demonstrated on
selecting values for the individual interpreted meanings.

We investigate the effectiveness of assigning missing attribute values from
rough sets perspective. Rough sets theory, proposed in the 1980’s by Pawlak [4],
has been used for attribute selection, rule discovery and many knowledge discov-
ery applications in the areas such as data mining, machine learning and medical
modeling. Core and reduct are among the most important concepts in this the-
ory. A reduct contains a subset of condition attributes that are sufficient enough
to represent the whole data set. The intersection of all the reduct is the core.
Therefore by examining only attributes within the same core or reduct for the
matched or similar attribute-value pairs for the data instance containing the
missing attribute values, we assign the most relevant value for the missing at-
tribute. This is because attributes in the same core or reduct are much more
related to each other than attributes from all the data set, and they keep the
integrity of the original data set. The assigned missing values therefore come
within the data itself. Less noise will be brought into the data set, and the com-
putational cost is also less than that of the “closest fit” approach. Experiments
on UCI data sets and a geriatric care data set demonstrate our proposed ap-
proach on assigning missing attribute values can greatly reduce the computation
time and at the same time maintain a satisfactory accuracy.

The rest of the report is organized as follows. Our proposed rough sets based
approach is explained in section 2. Experiment design and the comparison results
are described in section 3. Section 4 gives conclusion remarks and discuss future
work.

2 RSFit Approach to Assign Missing Values

We first make definitions to be used in the following description of our ap-
proach. The input to our approach is a decision table T = (C,D), where
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} is the condition attribute set, and D = {d1, d2, . . . , dl}
is the decision attribute set. U = {u1, u2, . . . , un} represent the set of data in-
stances in T . For each ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n), an attribute-value pair for this data
instance is defined to be ui = (v1i, v2i, . . . , vmi, di), where v1i is the attribute
value for condition attribute c1, v2i is the attribute value for condition attribute
c2, ..., vmi is the attribute value for condition attribute cm.



2.1 Detailed Explanation

The core or the reduct of a data set contains a set of attributes that are able
to represent the original data set. The attributes contained in the same core
or the reduct set are dependent on each other to a certain statistic measure.
We consider attribute-value pairs contained in the same core or reduct set to
find the best match for the missing values. This approach is inspired by the
“closest fit” approach by Grzymala-Busse [2], however it is different from it.
Instead of searching the whole data set for closest matched attribute-value pairs,
RSFit searches only the attribute-value pairs within the core or the reduct. The
attribute-value pair is defined as following.

For each missing attribute value, we let the attribute be the “target at-
tribute”(represented as ck in the following). We assume that missing attribute
values are only existing in the condition attributes not in the decision attributes.
We explain our approach in detail on how to find the matched value for this tar-
get attribute.

Firstly, we obtain the core of the data set T = (C,D) based on the core
algorithm introduced in [5]. If the target attribute ck does not belong to the
core, we include ck into the core. In case there is no core for T , we consider
the reduct of T . ROSETTA software [6] is used for reduct generation. There are
a few reduct generation algorithms provided by ROSETTA. We use Johnson’s
algorithm for single reduct generation. In case of no reducts containing the target
attribute ck, we include the target ck into the reduct.

Secondly, a new decision table T ′ = (C ′, D) is created based on the previous
step, where C ′ = {c′1, c′2, . . . , ck, . . . , c′m′}, 1 ≤ m′ ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m′, and C ′ ⊆ C,
C ′ is either the core or the reduct of C, U ′ = {u1, u2, . . . , un′}, 1 ≤ n′ ≤ n. There
are two possibilities for selecting the data instances. One possibility is to include
other data instances with missing values to predict the current target attribute
value; the other option is to exclude all the other data instances containing
missing attribute values. We allow the other missing attribute values existing by
designing the proper match function.

Thirdly, in T ′, when considering the match cases, there are two possibilities
existing. One possibility is that we consider all the data instances; the other is to
consider data instances having the same decision attribute values while finding
a matched attribute-value pair. Here we call the first possibility global, and the
second concept. We perform experiments to test both possibilities in our paper.
Fourthly, we define the distance function to compute the similarities between
different attribute-value pairs. The details of the distance function is elaborated
in the following. Let ui = (v1i, v2i, . . . , vki, . . . , vm′ i, di) (1 ≤ i ≤ n′) be the
attribute-value pair containing the missing attribute value vki (represented as
vki =?) for ck (1 ≤ k ≤ m′). Distance functions, such as Euclidean distance
and Manhattan distance, are used in the instance-based learning to compare
the similarity between a test instance and the training instances [7]. We use



Manhattan distance 3to evaluate the distance between an attribute-value pair
containing missing attribute values with other attribute-value pairs. This formula
is also used in the “closest fit” approach [2]. Let uj be a data instance from U .
The distance between uj to the target data instance ui is defined as4

distance(ui, uj) =
|vi1 − vj1|

maxv1 −minv1
+

|vi2 − vj2|
maxv2 −minv2

+ . . . +
|vim − vjm|

maxvm −minvm
.

For attributes which are the missing attribute values, the distance is set to be
1, which specifies the maximum difference between unknown values. The best
match has the smallest difference from the target attribute-value pair. After the
best matched attribute-value pair is returned by the algorithm, the correspond-
ing value will be assigned to the target attribute. We consider all the attributes
as numerical attributes. In case of symbolic attributes, we convert them to nu-
merical ones during the preprocessing stage.

In case there are multiple matched attribute-value pairs for the missing at-
tribute, one of the values is randomly selected to be assigned to the missing
value.

2.2 Evaluation Method

Our goal is to test the accuracy of using our method to predict the missing
values, and compare the accuracy and the computation time with “closest fit
global” and “closest fit concept” approaches. We use the following way to perform
the evaluation process. We consider complete data sets as our input. For each
data set, we randomly select a certain number of missing values among the
whole data set to produce n missing attribute values per data set. We test
different approaches on assigning the missing values, and compare the accuracy
of the prediction. In order to average the odd of the randomly selected missing
attributes, we perform this process 100 times for each data set and average the
accuracy.

3 Experiment

3.1 A Walk Through Example

We demonstrate our approach by an artificial car data set which appeared in [5]
shown in Table 1. One missing attribute value is randomly selected across the
data set as shown by Table 2.

Firstly, the core is obtained for this data set as “Make model” and “trans”.
Since the core attributes exist, the missing attribute “compress” does not be-
long to the core, we add “compress” to the core set. The new data set containing
only the core, target attribute “compress” and the decision attribute are shown
in Table 3. Then we find the match for attribute “compress” in u8. For “RSFit
3 In our experiments, the prediction results by Manhattan distance and Euclidean dis-

tance returned the same accuracy. Because the computation for Manhattan distance
is faster, we use Manhattan distance as the distance function.

4 In the algorithm, |x| returns the absolute value of x.



Table 1. Artificial Car Data Set

U Make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight mileage

1 usa 6 2 medium high high auto medium medium
2 usa 6 4 medium medium medium manual medium medium
3 usa 4 2 small high medium auto medium medium
4 usa 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium medium
5 usa 4 2 medium medium high manual medium medium
6 usa 6 4 medium medium high auto medium medium
7 usa 4 2 medium medium high auto medium medium
8 usa 4 2 medium high high manual light high
9 japan 4 2 small high low manual light high
10 japan 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium high
11 japan 4 2 small high high manual medium high
12 japan 4 2 small medium low manual medium high
13 japan 4 2 small high medium manual medium high
14 usa 4 2 small high medium manual medium high

Table 2. Artificial Car Data Set with One Missing Attribute Values

U Make model cyl door displace compress power trans weight mileage

1 usa 6 2 medium high high auto medium medium
2 usa 6 4 medium medium medium manual medium medium
3 usa 4 2 small high medium auto medium medium
4 usa 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium medium
5 usa 4 2 medium medium high manual medium medium
6 usa 6 4 medium medium high auto medium medium
7 usa 4 2 medium medium high auto medium medium
8 usa 4 2 medium ? high manual light high
9 japan 4 2 small high low manual light high
10 japan 4 2 medium medium medium manual medium high
11 japan 4 2 small high high manual medium high
12 japan 4 2 small medium low manual medium high
13 japan 4 2 small high medium manual medium high
14 usa 4 2 small high medium manual medium high

global”, we find the u14 has the smallest difference from u8, therefore u14 is the
best match. We assign ccompress14 to ccompress8, which is “High” (correct pre-
diction). For “RSFit concept”, we only look for attribute-value pairs that have
the same decision attribute value as u8, which is mileage = high. We find u14

is the best match. We assign ccompress14 to ccompress8, which is “High” (Correct
prediction). For “closest fit global” approach, we examine all the instances in
the data set. u5 is the closest fit, ccompress5 = “Medium” (wrong prediction).
For “closest fit concept” approach, we examine only the data with decision at-



Table 3. New Decision Table for Car Data Set Based on Core Set

U Make model compress trans mileage

1 usa high auto medium
2 usa medium manual medium
3 usa high auto medium
4 usa medium manual medium
5 usa medium manual medium
6 usa medium auto medium
7 usa medium auto medium
8 usa ? manual high
9 japan high manual high
10 japan medium manual high
11 japan high manual high
12 japan medium manual high
13 japan high manual high
14 usa high manual high

tribute “High”. We find u10 with ccompress10 = “Medium” as the match (wrong
prediction).

3.2 Experiment on UCI Data Sets and a Geriatric Care Data Set

In order to test our proposed approach, we experiment on selected UCI data
sets [8] and a geriatric care data set [9], which contain no missing attribute
values.

These data sets can be divided into two categories. One category of data sets
contain core attributes, such as, geriatric care data, spambase data and zoo data.
The other set of data sets do not contain core attributes, such as lymphography
data. For the type of data set in which the core attributes are all the condition
attributes, we do not discuss in this paper (in this case our method is the same
as the closest fit approach).

Geriatric Care Data Set We perform experiments on a geriatric care data set
from Dalhousie University Department of Medical. This data set contains 8547
patient records with 44 symptoms and their survival status. The data set is used
to determine the survival status of a patient given all the symptoms he or she
shows. We use survival status as the decision attribute, and the 44 symptoms
of a patient as condition attributes, which includes education level, the eyesight,
the age of the patient at investigation and so on. 5 There is no missing value
in this data set. There are 12 inconsistent data entries in the medical data set.
After removing these instances, the data contains 8535 records. 6 Table 4 gives
5 Refer to [9] for details about this data set.
6 Notice from our previous experiments that core generation algorithm can not return

correct core attributes when the data set contains inconsistent data entries.



selected data records of this data set. There are 14 core attributes generated for

Table 4. Geriatric Care Data Set

edulevel eyesight hearing health trouble livealone cough hbp heart stroke . . . sex livedead

0.6364 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.7273 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.9091 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.5455 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.4545 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.2727 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0
0.0000 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 . . . 1 0
0.8182 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 . . . 2 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

this data set. They are eartroub, livealone, heart, hbp, eyetroub, hearing, sex,
health, edulevel, chest, housewk, diabetes, dental, studyage.

Lymphography Data The data set contains 148 instances and 18 condition at-
tributes. There are no missing attribute values in this data. We check that there
is no inconsistent data. The core is empty for this data set. Johnson’s reduct gen-
erated from this data set contains blockofaffere, changesinnode, changesinstru,
specialforms, dislocationof, noofnodesin.

Spambase Data This data set originally contains 4, 601 instances and 57 con-
dition attributes. It is used to classify spam and non-spam emails. Most of the
attributes indicate whether a certain word (such as, order, report) or character
(such as !, #) appears frequently in the emails. There are no missing attribute
values. There are 6 inconsistent data instances that are removed. The core at-
tributes, which are essential to determine whether an email is not a spam email,
are, the word frequency of “george”, “meeting”, ‘re”, “you”, “edu”, “!”, and the
total number of capital letters in the email. In addition, it is interesting to pay
attention to the reducts as well. They are important information on identifying
the possible spam emails.

Zoo Data This artificial data set contains 7 classes of animals, 17 condition
attributes, 101 data instances, and there are no missing attribute values in this
data set. Since the first condition attribute “animal name” is unique for each
instance, and we consider each instance a unique itemset, we do not consider
this attribute in our experiment. There are no inconsistent data in this data set.
The core attributes are aquatic, legs.



3.3 Comparison Results

The compared approaches are implemented by Perl and the experiments are
conducted on Sun Fire V880, four 900Mhz UltraSPARC III processors. Our pro-
posed rough sets based approach considers a subset of the attributes (the reduct
or the core). In order to compare whether the reduct or the core provide a better
choice of attributes, we also compare our approach against a random subset of
the attributes. Given a reduct of size n, we randomly choose a combination of
n attributes from a uniform distribution. The comparison results on processing
missing attribute values between RSFit approach, closest fit approach and ran-
dom approach on geriatric care data set spambase data set, lymphography data
set and zoo data set are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4. The reduct
and core generation time are not included in the comparison results.
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Fig. 1. Comparison Figure for Geriatric Care Data

The comparison results are shown in the following Table 5, Table 6, Table 7
and Table 8.
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Fig. 2. Comparison Figure for Spambase Data

3.4 Discussions

In the comparison figures, “RSFitGlobal” and “RSFitConcept” stand for the
new approach proposed in this paper. “CFGlobal” and “CFConcept” stand for
the “closest fit” approach from [2]. “RandomGlobal” and “RandomConcept”
stand for the random selected attributes approach. For each figure, the upper
chart shows the prediction time, the lower chart shows the prediction accuracy.
Our proposed rough sets theory based method achieved significant saving on
computation time for assigning missing attribute values. It can be used in the
situation when time is the most important issue, with the sacrifice of less preci-
sion. The time saving is quite noticeable for larger data sets such as geriatric care
and spambase data set. Take the geriatric care data as an example, among the
44 condition attributes, we only consider 14 of them which are core attributes.
Comparing “RSFitGlobal” to “CFGlobal”, the prediction precision of ours is on
average 0.762% lower than the “closest fit” approach, however the computation
time of ours is on average 49.026% of the computation time for the “closest fit”
approach. The “RSFitConcept” and “RSFitGlobal” achieve similar prediction
accuracy, however, the “RSFitConcept” takes slightly less computation time be-
cause the amount of data the approach processes is less. This observation also
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Fig. 3. Comparison Figure for Lymphography Data

applies to “closest fit” approach and random approach. The experimental results
also shows that RSFit approach provides a higher prediction accuracy than the
random approach. The reduct from the rough sets theory presents a better choice
of attributes than the randomly selected attributes.

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to assign missing attribute values
based on rough sets theory. Comparing to the “closest fit” approach proposed by
Grzymala-Busse, RSFit approach significantly reduces the computation time and
comparable accuracy is achieved. As future work, we are interested in using se-
mantic approach to assign the missing values. Semantic approaches of null value
problem in natural language processing database interfaces was first studied by
Kao, Cercone and Luk [10] in 1988. The use of domain knowledge and the infer-
ential structure of the data were highly emphasized in order to achieve a better
quality performance. We are interested in adopting the advantages of semantic
approaches on the null value problem to the processing of missing attribute val-
ues. Domain-related strategies is essential to preserve the original characteristics
of the data set. Therefore semantic approaches of assigning missing values from
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Fig. 4. Comparison Figure for Zoo Data

the domain knowledge may better keep the integrity of the data and provide a
semantically precise data preprocessing.
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Data Sets Computation Time (Second) For 100 Run

Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
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8 21.842 17.418 30.979 20.712 21.264 18.651

10 24.121 19.558 34.579 23.815 24.405 19.444

Data Sets Average Accuracy (Percentage %) over 100 Times
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Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept
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3 61.67% 61.00% 59.33% 61.67% 61.33% 60.00%

4 63.00% 63.00% 59.75% 60.75% 62.00% 61.75%

5 64.60% 65.60% 63.00% 63.00% 63.40% 63.80%

6 64.00% 64.50% 60.17% 60.83% 63.50% 63.33%

7 59.43% 61.14% 59.57% 60.28% 61.57% 61.28%

8 61.63% 62.88% 61.50% 61.63% 59.50% 60.50%

10 61.30% 62.50% 62.00% 62.70% 62.70% 63.30%
Data Instances: 148. Condition Attributes: 18.



Table 8. Comparisons on Accuracies and Time For Zoo Data

Data Sets Computation Time (Second) For 100 Run

Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept

1 14.404 14.495 9.900 7.790 14.767 15.135

2 15.219 13.219 9.421 13.524 12.938 15.737

3 14.813 14.579 12.284 14.154 14.043 14.522

4 16.445 13.974 14.937 17.948 15.909 15.376

5 18.416 16.639 15.136 17.012 17.277 15.385

6 18.938 15.195 23.021 16.837 17.387 18.133

7 19.259 14.500 21.720 17.647 17.401 17.543

8 20.278 16.990 23.439 15.456 19.290 16.528

10 20.089 15.236 27.541 19.657 20.738 17.846

Data Sets Average Accuracy (Percentage %) over 100 Times

Missing RSFit RSFit ClosestFit ClosestFit Random Random
Values Global Concept Global Concept Global Concept

1 84.00% 85.00% 87.00% 88.00% 87.00% 87.00%

2 91.00% 91.00% 91.00% 91.00% 90.00% 90.00%

3 89.00% 90.67% 90.33% 90.67% 90.67% 91.00%

4 88.50% 90.00% 88.75% 89.25% 89.25% 89.25%

5 86.80% 88.60% 87.99% 89.60% 87.40% 87.99%

6 87.00% 87.83% 85.83% 86.50% 88.17% 88.17%

7 88.29% 88.43% 88.00% 88.57% 87.57% 88.14%

8 89.88% 90.88% 89.38% 90.00% 89.63% 90.25%

10 88.10% 89.60% 89.20% 89.90% 87.90% 88.50%
Data Instances: 101. Condition Attributes: 16.


